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Chapterr 5 

Motionn Interpretation 

submittedsubmitted to the 2002 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Roltot.fi and Systems. 

5.11 Introduction 

Forr in-car intelligence systems we are interested in how the behavior of other vehicles on 
thee road limit s our driving possibilities. Their behavior is expressed relative to our own 
motion.. Attached to the nodal point of the camera we define two co-ordinate systems: 
thee real world co-ordinate system (X. Y, %) and the observer co-ordinate system {X. Y.Z). 
Bothh are illustrated in figure 5.1. The 2-axis points in the motion direction of our own 
vehicle.. The Z-axis of the observer frame corresponds with the viewing-direction of the 
camera. . 

Bothh our own motion and that of other vehicles is mainly in the Z-directiou. The rela-
tivee motion of a vehicle, measured in this direction, defines whether a vehicle approaches, 
retreatss or stays at the same distance from the camera. The motion parameter time-to-
eontucteontuct is also defined in this direction. This parameter, denoted by r(f). expresses how 
muchh time it takes for a vehicle to reach us. In case of an approaching vehicle r is positive. 
Inn case of retreating vehicles, r is negative, r is plus or minus infinity when a vehicle 
stayss at approximately the same distance. The Tuue-tu-eontact expresses a measure of 
nearnesss of a vehicle in time. 

Anotherr important aspect of the behavior of a vehicle is the lane in which it is moving. 
Ourr driving possibilities depend on the lane in which a vehicle is observed. The lane in 
whichh a vehicle moves is identified by its distance measured perpendicular to our motion 
direction:: i.e. measured in the direction of the X-axis. A vehicle has limited freedom to 
performm movements in the direction of X. Even while following its own lane, its motion is 
accompaniedd by littl e steering actions. Occasionally a vehicle might perform a lane-.<hift. 
Itt is difficult to distinguish a small steering action from a (slow) lane-shift based on the 
relativee speed of a vehicle only. To make this distinction, it is better to simply monitor 
itss relative position, instead of its speed. 

Thee time-to-contact is obviously an important parameter, as it characterizes the rela-
tivee motion along the main motion direction. We address the estimation of this parameter 
inn the following section. In section ~>.3 we will briefly consider the issues of lane identifi-
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Figuree 5.1. The behavior of a vehicle is expressed relative to our own motion. Important 
motionn aspects, illustrated in this figure, are: the time-to-contact (r(t)), the lane in which the 
vehiclee is observed and whether it performs a lane-shift or not. 

cationn and lane-shift detection. Section 5.4 presents experimental results. This chapter 
iss concluded in section 5.5 with a discussion. 

5.22 T ime- to-contact 

5.2.11 Definition of the time-to-contact 
Inn literature, the time-to-contact (TTC) is also addressed as time-to-crash [2]. time-to-
impactt [5][15] and time-to-collision [14][17][12]. It is a parameter that is generally related 
too the following question: "How long does it take for an observer to reach a certain 
position?".. When the camera observes the scene behind the vehicle, the role of object 
andd observer is conceptually reversed. This changes the question into '"How much time 
elapsess until a certain object reaches us?"". 

Slightlyy different definitions exist for r. depending on the camera model that is ap-
pliedd and on what is understood by 'observer' and 'object'. In general, the camera model, 
iss either based on perspective projection (assuming a planar projection screen) or on 
orthographicc projection (assuming a spherical projection screen). Both models are ap-
proximatelyy the same when the object is close to the optical axis of the camera (rx/F 
andd ry/F significantly smaller than 1). This is (e.g.) the case when the optical axis is 
alignedd to the driving direction and the vehicle is far away. However, if a vehicle is close 
too the camera the models yield different results. 

Thee definition of observer is in general related to the nodal point of the camera. In 
mostt cases (both for perspective and orthographic projection) it is defined by the plane 
throughh the nodal point, perpendicular to the viewing direction of the camera. It is 
importantt to realize that in case of orthographic projection the orientation of this plane 
variess with the position of the object. In case of perspective projection, the viewing 
directionn doesn't change with the position of the object. 

Forr some applications the object can be defined by a single point. For others, like 
inn our case, it is more realistic to speak of patches with a corresponding orientation. 
Althoughh one might reason that points on a same rigid patch mighl not always reach us 
att the same time, information about the observed motion of the patch is merged into a 
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singlee estimation for r. 
Wee wil l now compare three different definitions for r, for a situation that is charac-

teristicc for our application. This is illustrated in figure 5.2. We consider a vehicle that 
approachess us in the lane next to the one we are driving in. The optical axis of the cam-
eraa is defined in a plane parallel to the road surface. Its relation to the driving direction 
iss defined by a, as illustrated in figure 5.2. We avoid the influence of object shape by 
consideringg the TTC of an arbitrary point on the vehicle. The three definitions for r{t) 
aree (see figure 5.2): 

Definit io nn T^t): the expected time elapsing until the point wil l hit the plane normal 
too our driving direction and which includes the nodal point of the camera (plane I 
inn figure 5.2). 

Definit io nn r„( t ) : assuming perspective projection: the expected time elapsing until the 
pointt wil l hit the plane normal to the optical axis and which includes the nodal 
pointt of the camera (plane II in figure 5.2). 

Definit io nn r i n ( f ) : assuming orthographic projection: the expected time elapsing until 
thee point wil l hit the plane normal to the optical axis and which includes the nodal 
pointt of the camera. Notice that in this definition (orthographic projection), the 
opticall  axis changes with the angle under which the object is observed. 

Thee first definition is most appropriate for our application. It expresses best the 
measuree of "nearness*  of a vehicle. The consequences of these definitions on the estimation 
off  the TTC for our example are illustrated in figure 5.3. The difference between the first 
twoo definitions is an offset, given by 

rl(f )) = rI I (0 + t a n ( a ) 5 |̂ (5.1) 

Onlyy if the viewing direction of the camera is aligned to the driving direction, the second 
definitionn will provide the TTC we are interested in. However, if a ƒ 0. the second 
definitionn can significantly deviate from r:. Especially when the relative speed of the 
vehiclee is small. 

Whenn the object in not too close to the camera, the third definition agrees well with 
thee first one. Assuming orthographic projection, the definition of the optical axis of the 
cameraa changes with the angle under which the object is observed. This dependency, 
togetherr with the fact that the vehicle in the example is moving in the lane next to us, 
causess the deviation between definitions I and III . The relation between definition I and 
II II  is given by: 

r|(f'' = g < t ) + YS + g t t ) * T ' " ( t ) (5-2) 

Wee wil l use definition I for our application. In the next section we will discuss several 
approachess described in literature for estimation of the TTC. We should be aware of the 
slightt differences between the definitions for r and that we can transform each of them 
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Figuree 5.2. A vehicle approaches in the lane next to vis. 
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Figure5.3.. Three different estimates for the TTC: T,(t) (continuous), r„(i ) (dots). rm(t) 
(dashed). . 

intoo the desired definition. In the remaining of this chapter we assume that the viewing 
directionn of the camera is aligned with the driving direction1. 

5.2.22 General estimation approaches 

Generall  estimation approaches for the TTC' described in literature can be classified in 
fourr groups: optical flow based approaches, point (feature) based approaches, approaches 
basedd on line correspondences and approaches based on closed contours. We focus our 
discussionn of each of these groups on the kind of image features these methods rely on 
andd on how spatial and temporal smoothing is incorporated. These general approaches 
providee insight in the issues involved with the estimation problem. Next we discuss three 
approachess that are proposed in literature to tackle the estimation problem specifically 
forr our application. 

Opt icall  flow based approaches 

Insteadd of estimating precise motion fields (up to '2nd order), in [12] a first order for affine) 
modell  of the motion held is directly estimated using a multi-resolution approach. They 
considerr an observer and an oriented patch that both perform planar motion. For this 

'Iff  this is not the case, knowledge about the FOC/FOE can he used to correct the measurement data 
(chapterr 2). 
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problemm seven unknowns need to be estimated: 2 motion parameters scaled by depth. 
{X/d,Z/d},{X/d,Z/d}, 3 rotation parameters for the camera, {QxAly.Qz}. and 2 parameters to 
definee the orientation of the patch. {Zr.Zv}. They approximate the quadratic motion 
fieldfield observed on the patch. {rx. ry). by a first order Taylor expansion. 

rr xx = ay + a2r.r + a3rv 
(5.3) ) 

rr yy = «4 + nr,rx + a0rv 

andd relate the Taylor coefficients {a\, ...«(,}  to the seven unknowns. The Taylor coeffi-
cientss are estimated using a so called multi-resolution optic flow estimation approach. 
Thiss is a 'course-to-fine' gradient based optical How estimation approach, described in 
moree detail in [13]. Standard Kalman filtering on the Taylor coefficients provides an 
approximationn of the temporal evolution of the coefficients and yields to smoothing of 
thee motion parameters over time. 

Althoughh Kalman filtering contributes to the robustness of the algorithm by means 
off  temporal smoothing, the demands on the accuracy of the flow estimation is still very 
high.. The amount and combination of motion parameters needed to be derived from this 
dataa easily leads to ill-conditioned solutions. Small distortions of the flow field can lead 
too a completely different interpretation of the flow field, especially near Ambiguities'. 
Redundancyy in the flow field could be exploited here, as is done for the egomotion esti-
mationn in chapter 2. However, when a vehicle is observed at a certain distance from the 
camera,, the observed area of object flow is limited and wil l provide only a small amount 
off  accurate flow. Besides robustness, another disadvantage is of course the computational 
loadd of the approach. 

Anotherr optical flow based approach for estimating the TTC is described in [10]. Their 
approachh seems promising because they avoid computation of high-order derivatives of 
thee flow field and do not require knowledge about the egomotion of the camera. 

Theirr approach assumes that the camera is moving on a planar ground. They start 
byy estimating the coefficients of the parametric model defining the relative motion of 
pointss on the ground plane. The optical flow field of the ground (a planar surface) can 
bee described by the following eight parameter linear model ([1]): 

ïx.yroundïx.yround = « 1 ^ + ^ ' V y + a3Vx + O4 Ttf + O5 
,, (5.4) 

r„.gr™,*r„.gr™,*  - a2ry + airxrv + aery + a7rx + a$ 
Theyy recover the coefficients from the flow field of the ground using a Least Median 

off  Squares estimation technique. Once this motion field is estimated, planar parallax is 
employedd to estimate the TTC with points not on the plane (i.e. on obstacles or vehicles). 
Thee difference between the optical flow field for ground points and the actually observed 
flowflow field is a vector field which is independent for camera rotations. From this vector 
fieldfield the TTC can directly be estimated. 

Theirr approach seems promising, especially for indoor applications with (highly) tex-
turedd environments. For our application the plane on which our vehicle is moving is 
definedd by the surface of the road. Thus, we meet the assumption of a planar ground 
plane.. However, the surface of the road lacks texture and therefore disables accurate flow 
fieldd estimations. 
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Featuree (point / l ine ) based approaches 

AA computational more efficient solution is possible when only a few feature points are 
searchedd for. This limits the computational load and avoids the need for accurate flow 
estimationn at positions where accurate flow is hard to find (e.g. due to lack of texture). 

Thee interpretation of the observed motion of three feature points is discussed in [6]. 
However,, for our application it wil l not always be easy to find enough stable features and 
theirr correspondences on the objects. Especially when the vehicles are observed at larger 
distance.. To guarantee the number of stable features on a vehicle [11] suggests to equip 
vehicless with visual markers. They illustrate the motion interpretation approach of [6] 
usingg the two rear-lights of a vehicle as marker, plus an additional lamp placed on top of 
thee vehicle. 

Anotherr approach proposed by Cipolla et al. [5] is based on tracking multiple corners 
inn addition with Delaunay triangulation ([9]). However, in [4] they recognize that the 
localizationn of corner features was insufficient for reliable estimation of the differential 
invariants.. They mentioned lack of redundancy and the difficulty of finding good (stable 
andd accurate) features as main shortcomings. 

Ann identical argumentation holds for approaches based on line correspondences. 
Too summarize feature based approaches: due to lack of redundancy, inaccuracies 

introducedd in the correspondences of the applied features can propagate to large errors 
inn the final estimation of the TTC. Furthermore, both egomotion of the camera and the 
orientationn of the patch seriously affect the observed motion. 

Closedd contour  based approaches 

Inn [4] a complete different approach is proposed. Their method is based on the following 
relationn between the TTC of a patch and the observed divergence and deformation of its 
motionn field: 

11 (/ï'C V <]( f 1/ . . . , . . , , - r i 
 -—: (assuming orthographic projection) (o-o) r,n(0 0 

Thee upper bound on rm occurs when the component of relative translation parallel to the 
imagee plane is in the opposite direction to the depth gradient. The lower bound occurs 
whenn the translation is parallel to the depth gradient. When the orientation of the patch 
iss parallel to the image plane, def v = 0. For our application, deformation might only 
affectt the estimation when the vehicle is moving in the next lane and close to the camera, 
andd in case of lane shifts. 

Thee deformation of the patch wil l usually be difficult to estimate. However, the 
divergencee of the patch is directly related to the surface u(f) of the patch: 

divdiv i/ = —— (o.o 
a[t) a[t) 

Inn [4]. the boundary of the patch is defined by B-splines. Its variation in time is deter-
minedd by integration of the normal flow components along the boundary of the patch. In 
thiss way, using equations 5.5 and 5.6 and under the assumption that deformation can be 
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neglected,, rm(t) is estimated. Their approach avoids the need for dense accurate optical 
Howw fields. Integration of the flow components provides some immunity to image mea-
surementt noise. Another advantage is that their approach is less sensitive for rotations 
off  the camera. A major disadvantage of this approach is that it might not always be 
possiblee to determine a robust closed contour on a vehicle. 

5.2.33 Application-specific approaches 

Previouss subsections concerned estimation approaches for the TTC developed for general 
application.. They provide insight in important issues like the influence of egomotion of 
thee camera on the estimation and how well these issues are dealt with. However, the 
kindd of image features they rely on and/or the sensitive for camera rotations make them 
impracticall  for our application. Three alternative approaches have been proposed for our 
application.. These approaches are based on: 

1.. the vehicle width ([17][8]). 

2.. the vertical position of the vehicle relative to the Focus of Contraction 
([3][8][16]) . . 

3.. the horizontal position of the vehicle relative to the Focus of Contraction, when 
assumingg parallel motion ([16]). 

Th ee firs t approach can be seen as a variation on the closed contour approaches. 
Definee the projected surface of a vehicle by the multiplication .4(f) = width x height = 
w(t)w(t) x h(t). Assume a rigid surface and neglecting deformation, we can define this 
surfacee a.s a function of scale. s{t): .4(f) = />n x »;» x $2{t)- Substituting this equation in 
equationn 5.6 leads to: 

,, = 2 = 2 / )t ,x u^xs2(t) = w(t) 

" I , U |<*/ "= oo divv 2/(o x w0 x .s( f )xs( f) dit) l ° ' ' J 

Wee are interested in r,(t) instead of rm(f) . When the perspective projection model is 
applied,, the following equation for n(f) holds ([17][8]): 

mm = ^ (5.8) 

Similarr to equation 5.7. 5.8 only provides us with an approximation for r, in case of defor-
mation.. In appendix D we show that deformation can be neglected for our application. 
Thiss approach based on the vehicle width is rather insensitive for camera rotations, in the 
samee way the general closed contour approach is. Major advantage over the closed con-
tourr approach is that the vehicle width is more easily determined than a closed contour. 
Drawbackk of this approach remains its sensitivity for object occlusion. 

Insteadd of the vehicle width, also the distance between headlights, the width of the 
licensee plate, etc. can be used. Notice that for practical reasons the vehicle height is 
lesss suited for our application. First of all the upper and lower border of a vehicle are 
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generallyy more difficult to detect compared with the side borders. Furthermore, because 
cameraa pitch is more severe than yaw, estimation of the TTC based on vehicle height 
wil ll  be less accurate. 

Th ee second approach can be seen as a feature based approach combined with 
thee assumption of planar motion. Knowledge about the Focus of Contraction (FOC) 
togetherr with the planar motion assumption provides enough information to relate the 
verticall  position of a point in the image plane to its distance to the camera. Consider a 
camera,, positioned at height H above the road surface and with viewing direction aligned 
too the driving direction. When a vehicle is observed above image line Vy(t) in the image 
plane,, we can estimate the TTC using the following relation: 

'"<* >> = F W ) T(t) T(t) 
1{t) 1{t) 

Z(0 0 >\(t) >\(t) 
5.9) ) 

withh F the focal length of the camera. 
Advantagee of this approach is that it is relatively easy to accurately determine the 

heightt at which the vehicle is observed. The contrast, between the projected shadow 
underneathh a vehicle and the intensity of the road surface (as mentioned in chapter 3) 
providess good means for robust, estimation of this height and its time derivative. Fur-
thermore,, this approach is less sensitive for deformation and occlusion, compared to e.g. 
thee previous approach based on the vehicle width. 

Drawbackk is its sensitivity for variations in (especially) camera pitch. As described in 
chapterr 2. we are able to transform our observations as if they were obtained by a camera, 
withh viewing direction aligned to its motion direction. Inaccuracies in this transformation 
yieldd to violation of the assumption of a perfectly aligned camera. Especially inaccuracy 
inn the estimation of the camera pitch can propagate to large errors in the estimation of 
r.. as is illustrated by the following equation: 

W'-y/>\ W'-y/>\ 
0;i 0;i 

Z 2 - Y a a 

YZ Z 

d(rjïd(rjïyy) ) 
Do Do 

(5.10) ) 

Thee derivation of this equation and a discussion about its consequences can be found 
inn appendix E. This sensitivity aspect puts high demands on the egomot.ion estimation 
procedure.. Besides the accuracy of the estimated mean viewing direction of the camera, 
thee impact of (even small) inter-frame rotations of the camera can not be underestimated. 
Inn order to be of any practical use. this approach wil l require proper temporal filtering. 

Th ee thir d approach is similar to the previous approach based on r,,(/). It employs 
thee relation between the TTC and the horizontal position /v(r). under the assumption 
off  parallel motion. Like u:(i) and t'y(i). it's not difficult to extract a track r^it) from 
thee observations of a vehicle. In agreement with the previous approach, this approach 
iss robust for deformation and partial occlusion of the observed vehicle. An important 
advantagee over previous approach is that the observation of r.r(r) is hardly affected by 
variationss in camera pitch. In return, it depends more on variation in camera yaw. 
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However,, this ego-motion component is generally estimated with much higher accuracy2. 
Forr our application, the assumption of parallel motion is more often violated than 

thee assumption of planar motion. Especially lane-shifts are an important source for non-
parallell  motion. However, this doesn't completely eliminate the practical use of the third 
approach.. We wil l return to this discussion at the end of this chapter. 

5.2.44 General estimation scheme for TTC 

Thee three application-specific approaches have much in common. Therefore, we present 
aa general estimation scheme for the TTC. which can be used regardless the underlying 
approach.. For the three approaches. 

 the required input consists of tracks of features observed on vehicles; 

 robust features are available for our application; 

 the relation between measurement input p(t) and r(t) is given by the quotient of 
p(t)p(t) and its time derivative, ƒ)(/)''; 

 the measurement input satisfies l/p(t) = linear (in time). 

Bothh p(t) and pit) must be determined. An accurate estimation of p{t) can be ob-
tainedd from the observations. Being far too sensitive for the measurement inaccuracies 
inn p{t). the time-derivative, p(r), can't be obtained by means of direct differentiation. 
Thee property that l/p(t) = linear is exploited to incorporate temporal smoothing in the 
estimationn procedure for p{t). 

Wee mode] the inaccuracy in the measurement sequence pm{t) as normally distributed 
zeroo mean noise4: 

PmPm(t)(t) = p{t) + j] p{t), with rjp = 0. var{7/„) = a; (5.11) 

Wee fit a linear model (njV  t + fc,v) to the function l//>m(f) over a time-interval [tk-N, h'\-
Thee model parameters {a \. b\] are related to r by 

T(tT(tkk)\s)\s = -tk-ax/bx (5.12) 

Estimationn of {<i iV>èiV}  from the measurement data is a typical weighted Least Squares 
problem.. Its solution is found by minimizing the following squared error: 

E(„A,6.v..V,W== £ (V--t, + 6..v-l/,;m(t,.)y ( M J ) 

2Ass discussed in chapter 2. 
^Forr each of the three approaches, pit) represents w(t), ry(t) and rr(t), respectively. 
4Itt is possible that the accuracy of the measurement varies with die distance of the object to the 

imagee plane. This, due to increase of amount of detail visible. This characteristic is not included in our 
modell  for the measurement inaccuracy. 
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measurementss pm 

'Vmii  -rxin2 = u' + rft - T / 2 

l'yl'y m — l V } 

TrmTrm = l'i  + 1] 

measurementt inaccuracy 

var(t]i)var(t]i)  = vnriifc) = fr'i 

var(ri)var(ri)  = c\ 

var(i})var(i})  = a'l 

variancee u2 in 

functionn 1/;;„,. 

2aU^ 2aU^ 
2 / 4 4 

oli'i oli'i 
approximationss assuming u\ << p2(t) 

Tablee 5.1. Approximated variance in l/p,„  due to propagation of the measurement inaccuracy 
inn pr„.  Sec appendix F for details. 

Thee weighting factor a1 represents the variance in l /p r f l ( f j . given by 
erferf = E {(l/PmUi))2} - E { l /p ; T i (^)} 2. A practical approximation for a'f is given in 
tablee Ö.1 for the three definitions of p{t). This approximation assumes that the vari-
ancee of the measurement inaccuracy in pm{t) is much smaller than p{t). This can be 
guaranteedd when the observed vehicle is not too far away. When the vehicle is observed 
nearr the FOC. this approximation can't be applied. We refer to appendix F for its exact 
definition. . 

Wee incorporated temporal smoothing in our estimation procedure for r{t)  under the 
assumptionn of a linear time dependency of \fpVi{t)- However, there are several sources 
thatt introduce temporal non-linearities in the function \(p1n{t). Mainly, (temporal) ac-
celerationn or small steering actions wil l be to blame. When such an event occurs, we are 
byy definition only interested in the linear extrapolation of l/p„,(t)  after this event'1. Tn 
orderr to deal with these non-linearities we need to identify these events and adjust the 
lengthh of the time interval. A\ in a proper manner. 

Thee optimal length of the time interval depends on the signal-to-noise ratio in \/pni(t) 
andd the measure of' non-linearity in this sequence. To suppress the measurement noise, 
thee size of the time-interval should be as large as possible. In case of non-linear motion, 
estimationn of TTC should be based on the last measurements in order to predict what is 
happening.. In summary: the optimal interval width corresponds to the maximum value 
forr iY for which the disagreement between the linear model and measurement data can 
bee explained by measurement inaccuracy. 

Thee expected measurement inaccuracy is given by: 

11 A' 

Thee chi-square merit function indicates how well our linear model agrees with the 
measurementt data. We will refer to this function as the measure-of-fit (MoF). This 

JByy definition, we assume const mil relative motion. Derivation of r = , by means of noti-linear 
extrapolationn of the function l/p„ , is inconsistent with the definition of the TTC. 
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functionn is given by ([7]): 

kk 2 

V ^^ f UN 'tj + bA- - l/pm{U)\ 

\2(«A-.6A-.Ar.(fc)) = ^ ^ (5.15) 

>=k-N >=k-N 

Thee smaller the value of \'2, the better the measurements are explained by the model. 

Thee relation between the MoF. the expected variance in the measurements and the 
choicee of optimal interval length N is illustrated by the following simulation example. 
Considerr a camera that moves with constant translational motion in the direction opposite 
too its viewing direction. A co-ordinate frame is attached to the nodal point of the camera. 
Thee z-axis corresponds with the optical axis of the camera, the x-axis is oriented parallel 
too the surface of the road (and perpendicular to the ego-motion direction). We observe 
aa single point at initial position (Xu. V'O, Z0) = (4,1, 20)m and with initial constant speed 
(0.0.3)rn/s.. After 2 seconds the relative motion gradually decreases to (0,0.2)m/s. over 
aa time interval of 1.5 seconds. The relative motion is plotted in figure 5.4(a). The 
observedd motion is plotted in figure 5.4(b). assuming a frame rate of 50 frames/sec. The 
measurementt function pm(t) = ' ^ (0 + i'h{t). with var(tyr)=0.6 pixels. The non-linear 
functionn l/pni{t) is plotted in figure 5.4(c). 

Figuree 5.5 presents the estimation results for r}. The upper figure shows the true 
r,(f)) (dashed line) and the estimated r:(t) (continuous line). The lengtli of time-interval 
A'' is determined by previously described approach and plotted in the lower figure. The 
estimationn results for r,, when only the minimum or only the maximum value for A' way 
used,, are also shown (dotted lines). The figure in the middle illustrates the MoF and the 
expectedd variance in l/pm(t). 

Afterr approximately 0.5 second the estimation of r, is based on enough measurements 
too obtain reasonable accuracy. Until 2.7 seconds the MoF indicates that the inaccuracy 
betweenn the measurement data and the linear model can be explained by the measure-
mentt inaccuracy. Therefore, the maximum length for the time-interval is used for the 
estimationn of r,. After 2.7 seconds, the MoF connected to this maximum interval length 
exceedss the maximum expected variance a'2. As a result the length of the time-interval is 
diminishedd (see plot for A' in figure 5.5). After the event of non-linear motion (i.e. after 
3.55 seconds) the measurement function becomes linear again and the estimation of r, can 
bee based on more measurements. Based on the MoF and a2. N is gradually increased, as 
iss illustrated in the plot for N (figure 5.5). 

Noticee the delay in response of the algorithm to the non-linearity. In this example, the 
delayy is approximately 0.75 seconds. This delay depends on the maximum value that is 
allowedd for the length of the time-interval. The non-linearity in the relative motion would 
havee been noticed earlier when a the maximum allowed value for A' was less. However, 
reducingg the maximum allowed value for A' wil l reduce the performance of the algorithm 
inn case of linear motion. 
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5.33 Motion direction and lane identification 

Althoughh the motion possibilities of a vehicle are limited in the X-direction, its position 
measuredd in this direction is crucial for the interpretation of its motion. The position 
directlyy enables us to identify the lane its moving in. By monitoring the position in 
time,, we can distinguish an actual lane-shift from small steering actions in the same 
lane.. Besides this, the performance of the algorithms explained in the previous section is 
influencedd by motion in this direction. 

Considerr a camera that observes the scene behind our vehicle with its viewing direction 
alignedd to our motion direction (figure 5.1 with frame (X, Y, Z) aligned to (X, Y,Z)). For 
eachh point, the quotient of its imago plane coordinates provides us with: 

rAt)/rrAt)/r tttt(t)=X{t)/Y{t)(t)=X{t)/Y{t)  (5.16) 

Thiss means that knowledge about the vertical position Y(t) directly leads to the 
distancee of the point measured along the X-axis. Suitable points for estimation of this 
distancee are therefore those that can robustly be detected and for which their vertical 
positionn (Y"(f) ) is known. In general, a good approximation of the height H of the camera 
abovee the surface of the road wil l be known. Thus, good candidate points for determining 
thee horizontal position of a vehicle are those observed on the vertical transition of road 
surfacee to shadow projected by a vehicle. As mentioned when we discussed the estimation 
off  the TTC. those points can usually be identified in a robust way. 

Forr estimation of the horizontal position of a vehicle we wil l use the camera points 
appliedd as input for the estimation of the TTC. For each pair of points we wil l use the 
averagee values of their image plane co-ordinates. The horizontal position is obtained by 

X[t)X[t)  =  r^ / ' tO + ^ . ^ f O x H (5>17) 

Inn case of parallel motion. A'(f}=constant. whether the relative motion of the object 
iss linear or not. Estimation of A' doesn't involve the time-derivatives of {fx{t).ry(t)}. 
Itss sensitivity for inaccuracies in the estimation of inter-frame rotations of the camera 
iss therefore much less dramatic, compared to the motion parameter TTC, A discussion 
aboutt the sensitivity of rj(t)/r y(t) for camera pitch and yaw can be found in appendix E. 
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5.44 Experiments 
Forr the experiments we used two practical video sequences, named URBAN and BUILDING. 
Bothh sequences contained 50 non-interlaced frames (568x768 pixels) per second. For 
vehicless observed in these sequences we tracked two points: the lower left and lower right 
cornerr of a bounding box defined for each vehicle. 

Whenn possible, the estimation results for r, wil l be compared with a best linear 
estimationn for T|. This provides us with an indication for the ground truth. We divided the 
observationss into time fragments for which the relative motion of the object is constant. 
Thee best linear representation (ground truth indicator) for r, is then obtained by fitting 
aa linear model to all measurements available for each time fragment. 

5.4.11 Sequence URBAN 

Inn sequence URBAN we observe the scene through the rear-window of a. non-moving 
vehicle.. This sequence illustrates the performance of our estimation approaches for r, 
without,, the influence of egomotion of the vehicle. Two vehicles are observed. One 
approachess our vehicle while performing a lane-shift. This vehicle is referred to as vehicle 
A.. The other vehicle breaks in order to finally end up just behind our vehicle. Its relative 
motionn is non-linear and therefore omitted from the experiments. 

Figuree 5.6 presents the estimation of the horizontal position of vehicle A, relative to 
thee camera. We determined the quotient (r^(f ) + rJ.<>(f)}/( r;/i{ 0 + ry2(t)}- using pair of 
trackss on the vehicle. The camera is placed at approximately 0.75m above the surface 
off  the road. Figure 5.6 shows that the vehicle is initiall y located in the lane next to us. 
Whilee approaching, it moves towards our lane. 

Wee wil l now continue with the estimation of r, for the vehicle. In figure 5.7(a) we 
havee indicated the two points the vehicle that were tracked in time. The observed motion 
off  these points is plotted in figures 5.7(b) and (c). The motion plotted in these figures 
iss transformed in such a way as if it were that the observations were obtained with a 
cameraa with optical axis parallel to the motion direction of our own vehicle. 

Figuree 5.8 shows the performance of the approach based on i"y{t)/fy{t)- Figure 5.9 
showss the performance of the approach based on w(t)/iv[t). The two approaches provide 
similarr results and illustrate the robustness of both estimations for this experiment. The 
resultss based on rJ.(t)/f:r(t) are not presented. The relative motion of the vehicle is not 
alignedd with the viewing direction of the camera. Over a short period of time, the relative 
motionn of the vehicle in horizontal direction varies a lot (see also 5.6). The non-linearity 
introducedd in the function for l/rs(t) makes estimation of TTC based on r,(0A\r(f.) 
unfit. . 
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,(t)+ff ,(t))/(r ,111-t-r (I)) for vehicle A in sequence URBAN 

Figur ee 5.6. Illustration of the function rx{t)jr y(t) for the vehicle in sequence URBAN. For ra 

andd , we used the average position of the two tracks obtained for the vehicle. 
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Figur ee 5.7. Fig.5.7(a): illustration of the two points tracked on vehicle A in sequence URBAN. 
Fig.5.7(b)) and (c): horizontal respectively vertical position of the tracks. Dotted lines indicate 
observationss without correction for the mean viewing direction of the camera. Continuous lines 
indicatee observations after compensation for the viewing direction. 
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Figure5.8.. Estimated TTC for vehicle A in sequence URBAN, based on ry(t)/fy(t). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for the mean viewing 
directionn of the camera. Also the ground truth indicator for the TTC is plotted. The lower 
figuree shows the length of the lime interval applied for the estimation based on the observations 
correctedd for the mean viewing direction of the camera. 
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Figuree 5.9. Estimated TTC for vehicle A in sequence URBAN, based on w(t)/w(t). The upper 
figurefigure shows the TTC. estimated with and wit hunt correction for the mean viewing direction 
off  the camera. Also the ground truth indicator for the TTC is plotted. The lower figure shows 
thee length of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected 
forr the mean viewing direction of the camera. 
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5.4.22 Sequence BUILDIN G 

Inn sequence BUILDING we observe the scene through the windscreen of the vehicle. Fig-
uree 5.10 shows four images from this sequence. We estimated the motion of three vehicles 
(vehicless A. B and C, as indicated in figure 5.10). Vehicle A overtakes our own vehicle in 
thee lane to our left. Vehicle B is observed in our own lane until it is occluded by vehicle 
('.. Vehicle C is initiall y observed in the acceleration lane. At the end of the sequence it 
hass merged with our stream of traffic. 

framee 1 frame 165 frame 330 frame 495 

Figuree 5.10. Four frames from sequence BUILDING. The motion of vehicles A. B and C was 
interpretedd in the experiments. 

Duringg sequence BUILDING our own vehicle performs small steering actions. We 
estimatedd the inter-frame rotations for this sequence using the approach described in 
chapterr 2. In order to provide temporal smoothing we applied a simple Gaussian filter 
too the estimations for roll, pitch and yaw (accumulated over time). Roll and yaw were 
smoothedd with a = 3 time steps. To account for the dynamics in the camera pitch we 
appliedd ci — 1 time steps for smoothing the pitch. Before smoothing, extreme outliers 
(deviationn from the mean of more than 2.5o") were detected and replaced by means of 
interpolation.. The filtered estimations for roll, pitch and yaw are (dotted in figure 5.11. 

Figuree ö. 12 presents the estimation of the horizontal position of each vehicle, rel-
ativee to the camera. For each pair of tracks, we determined the quotient (rrl\t) — 
'VJ ( ' ) ) / ( ' ' .V I (00 + 'V-'l'))- The camera is placed at approximately liu above the surface of 
thee road. With this information, analysis of figure 5.12 leads to the following interpreta-
tion: : 

vehiclee A: moves (approximately) parallel to the camera in the lane to our left; 

vehiclee B: moves (approximately) parallel to the camera in the same lane; 

vehiclee C: initiall y observed at about 8m to the right of the camera. Performs a (slow) 
lanee shift to the left and finally ends up in our lane. 

Wee will now continue with the estimation of r, for each of the vehicles. In figure 5.13a 
wee have indicated the two points on vehicle A that were tracked in time. The observed 
motionn of these points is plotted in figures 5.13b and c. The motion plotted in these 
figuresfigures is transformed in such a way as if it were that the observations were obtained 
withh a camera with optical axis parallel to the motion direction of our own vehicle. The 
dataa is illustrated before and after correction for inter-frame rotations of the camera. 
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Thee relative translational motion of vehicle A is not perfectly constant. After ap-
proximatelyy 2 seconds the relative speed decreases somewhat, introducing non-linearity 
inn 7,. This non-linearity also appears in the estimation results for 7,. Figures 5.14 to 5.16 
illustratee the performance of the different approaches for estimating 7, for vehicle A. 

Figuree 5.14 shows the performance of the approach based on r,Jt)/ry(t). The correc-
tionn of (mainly) the camera pitch appears to be of insufficient accuracy to enable proper 
estimationn of 7,. The results illustrate the high sensitivity of this approach for even small 
inaccuraciess in the inter-frame motion estimation. Estimation of 7! based on ry{f)/fy{t) 
requiress a more sophisticated filtering procedure for the ego-motion iu order to obtain a 
betterr estimation of the camera pitch. 

Figuree 5.15 shows the performance of the approach based on rj.(t)/i*j.(t.).  Obviously, 
off  the two tracked points observed on the vehicle we used the one observed at largest 
distancee from the FOE. The estimation results indicate that 7, can accurately be esti-
mated.. Furthermore, they confirm the expectation that camera yaw was estimated more 
accuratelyy than camera pitch. The importance of ego-motion correction is illustrated. 
Finally,, the results indicate that the algorithm correctly responds to the non-linearity in 

Figuree 5.16 shows the performance of the approach based on w{t)/w(t). The limited 
sensitivityy of this approach for inter-frame camera rotations is expressed by the results. 
Thee decreased signal-to-noise ratio of this approach, compared to the previous approach, 
iss illustrated by the influence of the non-linearity in the relative motion. The accuracy 
off  this approach is more affected by the non-linearity than previous approach. 
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Figur ee 5.11. Estimated roll, pitch and yaw for sequence BUILDING. The estimates are 
accumulatedd over time. Estimations were provided by the approach described in chapter 2. 
Extremee outliers were removed from the estimates. The measurements, accumulated over time, 
weree smoothed with a Gaussian filter. 

( r
x l(t)+fx2(t))/( rr , ( ' )* ' ' 2(')) for vehicles |A.B.C) in sequence BUILDING 

Figur ee 5.12. Illustration of the functions rx(t)/ry(t) for each of the three vehicles in sequence 
BUILDING.. For rx and ry we used the average position of the two tracks obtained for each 
vehicle. . 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 3.. Fig.5.13(a): illustration of the two points tracked on vehicle A in sequence 
BUILDING.. Fig.5.13(b) and (c): horizontal respectively vertical position of the tracks. Dotted 
liness indicate observations without correction for inter-frame camera rotation. Continuous lines 
indicatee observations after compensation for inter-frame camera rotation. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 4.. Estimated TTC' for vehicle A in sequence BUILDING, based on ry{t)/r y(t). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for inter-frame camera 
rotation.. Also the ground truth indicator for the TTC is plotted. The lower figure shows the 
lengthh of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected for 
c a m e raa ro ta t i on. 
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Figur ee 5.15. Est imated T TC for vehicle A in sequence BUILDING, based on rx(t)/rx(t). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for inter-frame camera 
rotation.. Also the ground truth indicator for the TTC is plotted. The lower figure shows the 
lengthh of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected for 
cameraa rotation. 
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Figur ee 5.16. Estimated T TC for vehicle A in sequence BUILDING, based on w(t)/w(t). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for inter-frame camera 
rotation.. Also the ground t ruth indicator for the TTC is plotted. The lower figure shows the 
lengthh of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected for 
cameraa rotation. 
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l aa figure 5.17a we have indicated the Two points on vehicle B that were tracked in 
time.. The observed motion of these points is plotted in figures 5.17b and c. The vehicle 
slowlyy moves away from the camera. Like for vehicle A the insufficient accuracy of the 
estimatedd camera pitch leads to a poor performance of the estimation approach for r, 
basedd on ru(t)/ry(t). The vehicle is moving is the same lane as our own vehicle. As a 
resultt the signal-to-noise ratio of l/tr(t)  is significantly better than for l/rj.[t).  Therefore, 
thee approach based on w(t)/w{t) wil l provide the best estimations for r, for vehicle B. 

Figuree 5.18 illustrates the estimation results for this approach. Again, the limited 
sensitivityy of this approach for inter-frame camera rotations is expressed by the results. 
Thee results confirm that the vehicle is slowly moving away from us. 

Inn figure 5.19a we have indicated the two points on vehicle C that were tracked in time. 
Thee observed motion of these points is plotted in figures 5.191] and c. As we concluded 
earlier,, the vehicle performs a slow lane shift in order to merge with our stream of traffic. 
Att first we approach this vehicle, but. after approximately 4 seconds it accelerates in order 
too adapt to the general speed in our lane. Due to the significant translational motion 
componentt in horizontal direction, the approach based on rx(t)/rT(t) can not be applied. 
Thee approach based on w(t)/w{t) will provide the best estimations for r, for vehicle C. 

Figuree 5.20 illustrates the estimation results for this approach. Again, the results 
expresss the limited sensitivity of this approach for inter-frame camera rotations. The 
resultss confirm the motion pattern of the vehicle that was described earlier. First r, 
decreases.. When vehicle C accelerates in order to adapt its speed to the general speed in 
ourr lane, r, increases. 
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Figur ee 5.17. Fig.5.17(a): illustration of the two points tracked on vehicle B in sequence 
BUILDING.. Fig.5.17(b) and (c): horizontal respectively vertical position of the tracks. Dotted 
liness indicate observations without correction for inter-frame camera rotation. Continuous lines 
indicatee observations alter compensation for inter-frame camera rotation. 
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Figur ee 5.18. Estimated TTC for vehicle B in sequence BUILDING, based on w(t)/w(t). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for inter-frame camera 
rotation.. Also the ground truth indicator for the T TC is plotted. The lower figure shows the 
lengthh of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected for 
cameraa rot at ion. 
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F i g u r e 5 . 1 9.. Fig.5.19(a): illustration of the two points Hacked on vehicle C in sequence 
BUILDING.. Fig.5.19(b) and : horizontal respectively vortical position of the tracks. Dotted 
liness indicate observations without correction for inter-frame camera rotation. Continuous lines 
indicatee observations after compensation for inter-frame camera rotation. 
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F i g u r e s . 2 0.. Estimated TTC for vehicle C in sequence BUILDING, based on ic(f)/t'r(l). The 
upperr figure shows the TTC. estimated with and without correction for inter-frame camera 
rotation.. Also the ground truth indicator for the T TC is plotted. The lower figure shows the 
lengthh of the time interval applied for the estimation based on the observations corrected for 
cameraa rotation. 
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5.55 Discussion 

Inn this chapter we presented an overview of different approaches for the estimation of 
thee TTC. Based on this overview we selected three approaches that seem suitable for our 
application.. These methods are based on (i) the vertical position of a point on a vehicle. 
ry(t)/fry(t)/fyy(t),(t), (ii ) the horizontal position of a point, rx(t)/rx(t) or (iii ) the observed vehicle 
width.. w{t)/w(t). 

Thesee approaches share the important aspect that they employ clues that are ap-
propriatee for our application. The position of these clues can accurately and robustly 
bee extracted from the image data. We propose a single filtering technique for the sup-
pressionn of measurement noise. This technique exploits the linearity in the measurement 
functionn l/p{t) (where p(t) represents ry(t}. rx(t) and w[t) respectively) when observed 
overr a period with constant relative motion. The optimal time-interval that is considered 
forr the suppression of measurement noise is automatically selected. 

Thee three approaches are liable for accurate estimates for the TTC. This is underlined 
byy the experiments. Observing features on both the left, and right side of the vehicle 
makess it possible to switch between the three approaches. In this way the estimation 
proceduree is flexible to adapt to a specific case. For example, if the vehicle becomes 
partiallyy occluded one can still estimate the TTC based on ry(t)/ry{t) or 7v{f)/r T(/). In 
casee of a lane-shift., the function rT[t)/i' x{t) can no longer be applied and the other two 
approachess should be used. If such a situation occurs in which an approach can1t be 
applied,, this can be recognized from the observations. The most appropriate approach 
forr the situation that is considered depends on: 

 the signal-to-noise ratio {section 5.2,4) 

 the measure of linearity of the measurement function l/p(t) (section 5.2.4) 

 whether the assumption of parallel motion is met or not (section 5.3) 

 the location of other vehicles in the image plane (occlusion; chapter 4) 

Itt is mainly due to the transparency of the error propagation that we are able to select. 
thee most appropriate estimation approach. 

Inn general, the approach based on w(t.)/w(t) wil l provide more accurate estimates 
forr the TTC. It is almost insensitive for errors in the correction for inter-frame camera 
rotations.. Also the influence of deformation of the observed vehicle during a lane-shift, 
cann be disregarded for our application. Major disadvantage of the approach based on 
w(t)/w{t)w(t)/w{t) is the sensitivity for occlusion. 

Thee approaches based on ry(t) and 7\r(/) are insensitive for partial occlusion of the 
vehicle.. However, the function ry(t)/ry(t) features high sensitive for errors in the correc-
tionn for camera pitch. In the same way, the function rx{t)fr x{t) is affected by inaccurate 
estimationn of camera yaw. Besides this, the function rx{t)/r x(t) can only be applied 
forr estimation of the TTC in case of parallel motion. Notice that, if the parallel mo-
tionn assumption is violated during a lane-shift, an accurate update of the TTC is of less 
importance.. More important is information about the lanes that are involved in the 
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lane-shift.. This information is obtained from the analysis of the function rs-(t)/ry(t), as 
describedd in section 5.3. Immediately after the lane-shift, estimates based on rj.[f.)/r T(f) 
cann be used again. 
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